General Pruning Instructions
Richard Hallman

A.

Before pruning do a quick evaluation of the condition of the tree.
1,. Look for major tree health problems. Dead branches or large disease cankers need to be

identified.

2.

Look for structural problems. lf there is a major structural problem, try to eliminate it.

3.

Where is the new growth on the tree? lf the growth is all in one area of the tree, try to slow the
growth in that area and simulate other areas.
ls there a shade problem? Shade on the inside of the tree wifl cause leaves and branches in that
area to die. lf the goal is a thick sheared look, the death of leaves on the inside is not a problem.

4.
B.

The first step is to remove the 3 D's whereever possible. This is important for tree health, it also

removes branches that prevent easy evaluation of how the tree should be pruned.

7.
2.
3.
C.

Dead - if it is hard to tell if the branch is dead scrape off some bark
Diseased - anything that looks like disease

Damaged - broken or debarked branches

Prune the rest of the tree using the following explanation of apical dominance as your guide.

L

Apical dominance. This is the control exerted by the apical (topmost) bud over the growth of
the buds below it. The apical bud produces plant hormones that flow downward inside the
shoot, suppressing the growth of the lower buds.

2.

Shoot angle. Apical dominance is strongest in vertical shoots. Branches that are not vertical will
have less apical dominance, will grow slower, and some side branches will form.

3.

Removing the apical bud or tipping. When the apical bud is cut off, some of the buds just
below the cut will start to grow. This technique is used to grow branches in specific locations
and to stimulate areas of trees that are weak or not growing.

4.

Thinning cuts. Thinning is the removal of a shoot or branch completely or back to where it joins
another branch. This type of pruning cut is much less stimulating than tipping.

D. Timing. Pruning during the dormant

season (winter) stimulates tree growth. Pruning during the

growing season (summer) slows tree growth.

E.

When pruning an older tree that is not putting on much new growth, be gentle, plan to renew the tree

over3-5years.

F.

For large trees, prune the tree in sections. The sections can be one large branch at a time or 4
quadrants of the tree. Prune each section like it is a separate tree.

G.

For large branch removal use the 3 cut method and cut outside branch collars.

H.

Fof

f

ow a general guideline of rdnoving no more than 3}%of the trees branches at one time.
For more 1ttlort1trion contact Richard Hallman - richard@richardhallman.ca

www.richardhallma n.ca

Practical Pruning Guide
f1 What to do first
To reduce the complexity of the job, look for and remove the three D's (Dead, Diseased, and Damaged). Cut them with
thinning cut to the branch collar:
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Dead branches: determine where the edge of the dead area is, and remove it.
Diseased branches: determine where the edge of the diseased area is, and cut it off a few inches into the live
branch.
Damaged branches: same as for dead branches.

f2 What to do next
to never prune off any more than 30% of the foliage on a tree or shrub. However, this would be
much
for
a
weak
tree
that is not growing well, and can be exceeded with safety on a tree or shrub that is very
too
healthy and growing rapidly. Every situation is different; start cautiously and cut more or less next time based on your
results.
The general guideline is

Shrubs
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Step back and look at the shrub.

Most shrubs send up new stems from the soil each year. Remove the thin, weak, and oldest shoots at ground
level.
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lf you want to change the shape of a shrub, direct its growth by using tipping and thinning cuts. Remember to
open the shrub up so light can get to all areas where you want healthy growth.

lf you want to change the shrub into a small tree form, remove all but one shoot and direct it using tipping and
thinning cuts.
lf you have holes in your hedges or other shrubs, the quickest and easiest solution is to bend a healthy branch
from an area beside it into the hole and tie it in place. Then use tipping cuts to stimulate the new branch to fill

the hole.
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Layer pruning is the removal of branches that have other branches laying directly on top of them. The bottom
branches are usually shaded and in poor health. This technique is often used to reduce the size of evergreens
that are encroaching on pathways, and to open up overgrown fruit trees.

Coppicing is the practice of cutting off all stems of a shrub at soil level. These shrubs will send up many new,
fresh looking stems. Some dogwoods and willows are commonly coppiced.

Trees
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Step back and have a look at your

tree.
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Look at the structure. The branches should be attached to the trunk with strong crotches, ideally $dS O"Sr."t
from the trunk. Branches that are almost vertical and close to the trunk are usually weakly attach'ed and they
should be removed when the tree is small. ldeally, branches should also be less than 50% the diameter of the
trunk at the point of attachment. Branches should also be spaced out around the trunk and up and down the
trunk, not all attached in the same area. Removing branches that do not meet these ideals will result in a
stronger tree.

Mentally separate the tree into components, such as each of the large branches, or left, right, front, and back
quadrants. Work on each of these areas individually, remembering your original goal for the tree. Direct the
growth of each component using thinning cuts, tipping, and bending. Remember to open the tree up so light can
reach allthe inside areas.

Contact Richard Hallman for more information: richard@richardhallman.ca or www.richardhallman.ca

